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Abstract 
Inhibition is an important part of information processing, which has role in inhibiting the information process up to the meaning-making 
process or "mind" in the working memory.  In this case, inhibition process not only involves the visual-spatial ability (non-verbal working 
memory) but also the ability of comprehension (verbal working memory) functions that involving the sense of psychology.  Unfortunately 
inhibition assessment using SSRT tool only measures the ability of speed reaction time that is visual spatial (nonverbal working memory), 
resulting deviance in deviation value  and instabillity of reliability value. From this study it found that the main causes of the problem rather 
the reliability of the sampling error. It is recommended that researchers be careful in using a test tool that is used to detect the three 
characteristics of children with ADHD (inattention (WISC), hyperactivity (BDEF-CA), and impulsivity (SSRT)), so the asssessment results 
can be effectively used as a basis for intervention and medication. 
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1. Background of Study 
 Motivated by research Congdon, Mumford, Cohen, Galvan, Canli, and Poldrack (2012) which measures reliablitias the 
SSRT tool test using meta-analysis. Found instability and adverse deviation reliability values are fairly varied. SSRT test tool 
in this case is used to measure the ability of inhibition in children with ADHD. Congdon et al. (2012) results were 
encouraging for further investigation to find the source of the problem is given a great influence on the effectiveness of the 
test tool. Then performed a meta-analysis using 16 research journals. The Journal of the data obtained 30 SSRT test results 
which includes three characteristics of children with ADHD (inattention, hyperactivity, impulsivity). From this study it found 
that varibalities in sampling due to less effective SSRT test tool for analyzing problems inhibition of the three characteristics 
of children with ADHD.  
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Fig 1. Deviation value SSRT.  Congdon, E., J.A. Mumford, J.R. Cohen, A. Galvan, T. Canli, dan R.A. Poldrack. Measurment and reability of respon 
inhibition. Frontier in psychology, February, 2012, Volume 3.,2012 p. 6. 
 
From Figure 1, it shows how the deviation value acquired from the use of assessment techniques inhibition with 
SSRT (Congdon et al., 2012 p. 6) causes the value of reliability to be variable. The magnitude of adverse deviation 
occurs because the more variability than participants who used so that the data indicate a problem with-in subject 
variability. Estimation of the reliability of the method SSRT has noticeable differences from a number of studies 
such as high reliability estimation R: 0.83 in children with ADHD conducted by William et al. (1999 as cited in 
Congdon et al., 2012) in contrast to the value of reliability estimation performed by Logan et al. (1997 as cite in 
Congdon et al., 2012) R: 0:39.  It seems obvious that large differences in the quantile estimates with standard 
deviation shows the variability of the measurements are not constant and less reliable. Threshold in the distribution 
of the data sample is also seen by comparing the criteria that can be tolerated from the session used in the study, so 
this study suggest that the use of SSRT can be made more explicit for further study. Therefore, the following study 
will be conducted this meta-analysis test to determine what artifacts during this affect the reliability of the 
differences in SSRT tool with respect to the characteristics of ADHD and analysis of the basic theory of inhibition in 
children with ADHD. 
 
1.1 History of Characterizations of children with ADHD   
Barkley from 1974 to 2012 has been extensively studied ADHD (more than 180 journal). Barkley research journals 
(1974) initially discussed the issue of ADHD in relation to reward, measurement, medication, hypnotic, academic failure, 
parenting to treatment. Since the year 1997 - 2012 Barkley began to review problems at EF inhibition in children with ADHD 
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in the Journal "Inhibition, sustained attention and executive functions: constructing a unifying theory of ADHD". During 
Barkley's research on children with ADHD simply discussed the psychiatric and neuropsychological problems, up to his 
article in 2001, Barkley began to discuss on the process of change (evolution) and EF adaptation from the perspective of 
developmental psychology . In his article "Executive Functions and self-regulation: An evolutionary neuropsychological 
perspective" Barkley review of the biological processes that occur adaptation of the existence of the learning environment 
through the establishment of self-regulation. Barkley (2001) review that the learning activities of environmental problems 
such as the process of reciprocal altruism, imitation, vicarious learning, tool use, mimetic (gesture communication) is very 
important in shaping self-regulation. From this article it appears that the process of evolution on executive function (EF) is 
also associated with verbal working memory processes, namely learning.  
Saputro (2009) afterward review inhibition issue in children with ADHD in his book "ADHD/Attention deficit 
hyperactive disorder" associated with the problem of distortion energetic motivational and behavioral activation system 
problems (Sergeant; Van der Meere in Saputro 2009 p. 66). While Kuntsi, Wood, Van Der Meere, & Asherson (2009) was to 
review the effectiveness of incentives for behavior control in children with ADHD. The Journal found that inhibition 
problems in children with ADHD is only a minor problem of cognitive deficit in the performance. 
The great variety of sources causes inhibition in children with ADHD, so characteristic of children with ADHD become 
complex. These conditions can be seen from the table below. 
 
                   Tabel. 1. Characterization and Intervention Childrens with ADHD 
Clinical Concern Psychological testing or other referral question Possible outcome or intervension 
Sluggish, sleepy, inattentive, impulsive, low 
energy, extreme activity 
Alertness, arousal, sleep evaluation, fitness 
evaluation 
Arousal protocol, behavioral routine, stimulant 
medication 
Problems with math or handwriting, inattention Nonverbal learning, math learning disability Metacognitive tutoring, math or handwriting 
instruction, NVLD (nonverbal learning 
disorder) protocol interventions 
Academic problems and ADHD symptoms Learning disability, intellectual functioning Special education planning 
Disorganized, inattentive, impulsive, 
inappropriate behavior, learning problems 
Executive functioning, intellectual functioning Metacognitive tutoring, organizational 
strategies, working memory training, 
occupational therapy 
Dislikes physical activities, handwriting 
problems, clumsiness 
Occupational and/or physical therapy, motor 
development 
Change academic schedule, occupational or 
physical therapy 
Socially inappropriate, peer rejection, 
impulsive, suspected Asperger disorder 
Nonverbal learning, temporal processing Social skills, NVLD (nonverbal learning 
disorder) protocol 
Summary of cognitive presentation and strategies, in Cognitive impairments found with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder: what clinicians 
need to know, oleh J.T. Nigg, 2011, PSYCHIATRIC TIMES, Juni, 2011 p. 56. 
 
Table 1 show that the problem of inhibition in children with ADHD is not just a form of neurontransmiter problem which 
is part of neurobiology problem, but also psychological problems. Therefore, until in 2010 the debate to find the cause of a 
child with ADHD has not been found with certainty (Carlson, 2010), because finding the root cause of the problem must be 
rooted out of the use of the proper test equipment measurements. 
 
Tabel 2. Dispute Causes of ADHD 
Opinion Sources 
Disturbance in the corpus callosum that affecting attention Hynd, Semrud-Clikeman, & Lorys, (1991 in Tsal, et al., 2005, p. 144) 
 
Disturbance in the right part of the frontal lobe that is useful for selection maintaining alertness and 
attention 
 
Filipek in Tsal, et al. (2005 p. 144) 
Most children with ADHD have comorbid psychiatric disorders in adulthood.  
 
McQuade, et al. (2011 p. 315) 
Children with ADHD do not experience cognitive deficits but are having attention difficulty thus it only 
needs designate limitations in focusing attention of  visual and kinetic in order to not easily distracted 
 
Tsal, et al. (2005) 
Found that the volume cereberal cortex in children with ADHD were smaller than normal children so 
that children with ADHD has problems with self-regulation 
 
Castellanos, et al .(2001 in Toplak & Tannock, 2005 p. 640) 
Until now there has been no research that neurotransmitters cause behavioral disorders, but with 
medication siklitik showed behavioral improvement but not improvement in cognitive function 
 
Saputro (2009 p. 61) 
It was found that cognitive dysfunction in executive function (EF) can affect the behavior of strategy 
and evaluation 
 
Nigg (2011 p. 56) 
The low of intellectual function in children with ADHD is not due to cognitive deficits, but because of 
the problem of recall comprehension. 
 
Lorch, et al. (1999 p. 280-281) 
Children with ADHD generally have IQ scores 7-15 points lower than normal children or who remain 
in the normal range still shows adaptation problem.  
 
Problems of children with ADHD 
1. Motivational attitude deviation is not psychological processes deficiency   
Saputro (2009 p. 55) 
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2. Behavioral activation system dysfunction (energetic system: arousal, activation, and 
effort) 
 
Snoge-Barke (in Saputro, 2009) 
 
Sergeant dan Van der Meere (in Saputro, 2009) 
 
Privious to review this issue use the proper assessment tools to measure the inhibition problems in children with ADHD, 
Table 2 described the source that cause of problem. Barkley in 2009 began directing that the EF can be seen from one's ability 
to self-regulation. Problems of self-regulation in children with ADHD eventually attributed to the ability of social intelligence 
and control adaptation to the environment (Gallup, 1998). This capability has been obvious associated with the ability to 
control the sense of psychology to adapt in the environment, to form social intelligence. In attainment social intelligence one 
must have gained control of their ability in adaptation to understand communication trough a social interaction . Of course the 
ability understanding of communication associated with the ability of comprehension. Lorch, Diener, Sanchez, Milich, 
Welsh, and van den Broek (1999) in the article "The Effects of Story Structure on the recall of Story in Children With ADHD 
") suggests that the problem of recall story comprehension in children with ADHD showed influence to understanding of the 
capabilities of academic and social difficulties in general. The results showed that the ability of story comprehension is a basic 
mental process of organizing is a serious problem in children with ADHD (Low and Durkin as cited in Lorch et al., 1999). In 
this story recall comprehension serves to strengthen the ability of representatives to form the basis of the knowledge and 
problem solving strategies. The problem will be seen in social relations, especially his ability to understand the relationship 
between intention and action (Milch, Reich, Cambel, Pelham, Conelli, Geva as cited in Lorch et al. 1999 ). In the recall test 
WISC comprehension abilities in children with ADHD can be seen from the sub test ACID (S) which shows the limitations 
of the EF 
 
1.2 Inhibition characterization in child with ADHD.   
Diamond (2005) in the article "Attention-deficit disorder (attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder) without 
hyperactivity: A neurobiologically and behaviorally distinct disorder from attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
(with hyperactivity)" shows the differences in the performance of behavioral characteristics disorders among 
children ADD and ADHD in adulthood. Children who have ADD as adults still showed a deficit in working memory 
thus that the child still looks sluggish, retargig, hypoactive (Barkley, 1990 as cited in Diamond, 2005 ). Although 
children with ADHD are more visible quickly bored, poor working memory, attention inhibition, and disorganize 
Slugish cognitive tempo (Carslon & Mann, 2002 as cited in Diamond, 2005). This situation shows that ADD has a 
slower response of ADHD (Baddeley 1992, Baddeley & Hitch, 1994 as cited in Diamond, 2005). Children with 
ADHD also showed problems in the process of transforming information therefore children with ADHD require 
mantainance and manipulation capabilities in the process (temporary storage and process) (D' Esposito, Detre, 
Alsop, Shin, Atlas, & Grossman, 1995; Miyake & Shah, 1999; Petrides, 1995; Smith & Jonides, 1999, as cited in 
Diamond, 2005) . While on duty over the inhibition process capability as holding information in mind (Goldmind & 
Rakis, 1987 as cited in Diamond, 2005) as it relates to the monitoring process in working memory . 
Children with ADHD have problems in holding the information ability and the problem continue until 
adulthood, this condition is obvious changes in some cases in schools. It is shown that the characteristic symptoms 
of hyperactivity is reduced slowly at the age of 10 or 11 years and reduced impulsivity symptoms at age 12 years, 
but the inattention problem persists throughout the age (Paternotte & Buitelaar, 2010 p. 9). This condition is 
increasingly distinct that hyperactivity and inattention problems that associated with emotional control can improve 
psychologically with age, as well as the condition can also prove that the inhibition processes in working memory 
were also improved with age. 
 
1.3 Inhibition Definition  
 According to the DSM V (2013) there are three common characteristics of children with ADHD, namely: 
impulsive, inattention and hyperactivity. The characteristics of a number of impulsivity and hyperactivity problems 
sourced as a matter of lack of control of inhibition in children with ADHD, inattention while over the control of 
concentrations that can be fixed from the results of the intervention. Hyperactivity characteristics that can not be 
silent, a lot of motion and often disturbing surrounding friends can be observed from the observation of a teacher or 
parent. The problem is more apparent in ability impulsive temper, where the child is often seen to have explosive 
emotions and lack of patience in doing something. While inattention problems can be seen from several sub-tests 
WISC and academic test results at school. 
From a number of studies it appears that the use of Stop Signal Reaction Time (SSRT) test can be sensed less 
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effective in exploring inhibition problem in children with ADHD. This problem is associated with the limitations of 
assessment instruments of SSRT which only measure ability of reaction time. Corresponding the previous review, 
the inhibition problems associated with not only a matter of time that measure reaction impulsivity problems in 
children with ADHD, but the inhibition measurement tool test should also be able to measure the ability of social 
intelligence that is associated with the ability of comprehension. This illustrates clearly the opinion of Barkley, 1997 
(in Douglas, 2005 p. 23) which explains that the core of the EF inhibitory deficit disorders are included in the 
process of working memory.  
          Inhibition process can be considered as a key in the process of working memory or "working memory 
constitutes", because this is the initiation process in the working memory process (Denney & Rapport in Douglas, 
2005 p. 24). In this case the behavior of impulsivity is not the main symptoms of inhibition problem but increasing 
of further problems in "working memory". Seregeant, Ooterlaan, and Van der Meere (as cited in Douglas, 2005, p. 
24) said that the main problem is due to the occurrence of impulsivity involvement in the allocation of energetic 
resources. Energetic source is always associated with emotional stability as feeling happy or sad. This condition is 
ultimately hard to describe that inhibition process can not be seen from the characteristics of one factor solitary. 
Summary inhibition problem basically disrupt cognitive processes or called cognitive deficit (Figure 1). 
Cognitive deficits may explain why there are inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity problems in children with 
ADHD to the dysregulation problems of the behavior (Shiels & Hawk, 2010 p. 951). This condition is seen as a 
child experiencing difficulty in regulating cognitive and later become problem in motor deficit (Douglas, 2005 p. 
24), this condition will obviously affect a child's self-regulation. Douglas (2005) further explained that there are 
three components involved in self-regulation, ie: 
1. Unattentional component,  
Pointing to the facilitation, full effort, or energetic of all the cognitive aspects. It is emphasized that the 
effort full attention as well as state regulation and activation (Sergeant and van der Meere as cited in 
Douglas, 2005 p. 24).   
2. Inhibitory component,  
Refers to the processes that control the "impulse" and "inanpproriate responding" (Barkley as cited in 
Douglas, 2005 p. 24). 
3. Strategic or organizational component. 
Refers to the process of organizing the higher levels that guide and direct the cognitive processes including 
preparation and planning "," working memory and set shifting "(Douglas, 2005 p. 24).  
The three components above tells that the problems associated with the inhibition of cognitive deficits in 
information processing includes the ability for self-monitoring or control adaptations that eventually required in self-
regulation. It is clear how the relationship Working memory serves as an activity that reflects or "mental juggling of 
storage" and is able to perform the process of "holding" and directs his mind when he heard the instructions on how 
to obtain and listen to a series of events to understand the meaning (Swanson, Mink & Bocian, 1999 p. 331). 
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Fig 2. Scheme inhibition process to form self-regulation 
 
Figure 2 above shows clearly that the inhibition process has a major role in the processing of information, not 
only in the initial role in selecting the stimulus but the ability to sustain attention or inattention problems related to 
the whole work in the working memory. Inhbition process initially started the process inhibit incoming stimuli in 
working memory. For the next stage of the learning process, but we do now finally able to be inhibition of the 
formation of information that goes through self-regulation. The process of beginning to the formation of self-
regulation, including the ability to self-monitoring (Shiels & Hawk, 2010 ). In this process the ability of inhibition is 
the result of an EF which ultimately control the functions of verbal and non-verbal working memory (Semrud - 
Clikeman & Ellison, 2009). This process deals with much affection functions involved in social intelligence and 
self-awareness eventually evolved into the outside environment, while EF affecting the work process more centra 
esecutive to the inhibition in the processing of information relating to the functions of verbal and non- verbal.  
Baddeley (as cited in Barkley, 2001 p. 27) also explains how the EF acts as a control in the non-Verbal Working 
Memory (VWM). In this case the ability of Non VWM is skacthpad visual spatial abilities related to sensory motor 
as sensing to the self. Actually, the most important is the human sense of sight and hearing because they lead visual 
imagery and covert- audition covert –seeing and hearing to the self.  
In this case it appears that for the inhibition problems can be detected by using SSRT tool when it comes to 
visual imagery and auditory function. SSRT technique is merely a visual spatial mediation and instead assess the 
consistency of phonological working memory. Indeed, in this case the visual spatial system relationship more 
powerful to deliver a central executive processes in the phonological system (Aallowey et al., 2006 & Barkley 2007 
as cited in Alderson, Rapport, Hudec, Sarver, & Kofler, 2010). 
Spatial visual systems can deviate momentarily visible in the form of a repetition of the "stop signal stimuli". 
This conditions that negatively affect the test results because of the repetition in memory system. Because of the 
visual stimuli that occur in SSRT tool always appears in the same location on a computer monitor and can be seen 
consistency in the memory location (Awh & Johndes as cited in Alderson et al., 2010) . This condition may explain 
why more game play in children with ADHD can achieve high concentrations but not at the time of the child to 
concentrate on reading. The reason is that children with ADHD may be more appropriate in the centra executive 
control because it is spatial not phonological. Therefore the problem is not merely inhibition in visual spatial 
problem but rather the phonological problems related to comprehension ability. Inhibition can not be seen as a result 
of the ability to control reaction time course (reaction of visual perception), but inhibition was also expressed as 
verbal working memory that was originally developed from the Internalization of speech.  
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1.4 Effectivness of Stop Signal Reaction Time tools to assess inhibition 
SSRT method is a method used to measure visual spatial memory function. In this case the working memory 
related to the visible part of the central executive system as a whole has a significant spatial mediate visual stop 
signal task performance. Phonological system in working memory was not significantly mediate the relationship in 
the SSRT. This is consistent with the meta-analytic finding that deficits in working memory processes related to 
visual spatial abilities along with child development (Martinusen et al., 2005 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). In a 
significant role in working memory and visual-spatial function in the phonological system functions in stop signal. 
In the performance of spatial visual system is more efficient to process stimuli that have been there before. 
       SSRT also shows the speed of response that is capable of rapidly processing and basic information on the 
distinguishing characteristics are not the same perception (Huang-Pollock et al., 2002 as cited in Alderson et al. 
2010). In the phonological system looks in the processing of stimuli is a type of stop signal occurs more slowly 
because the basic text information to be transferred from orthographic to phonological phonological system to 
achieve storage and repetition (Badley 2007 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). Addtionally that the mediation of 
spatial visual effect to the inhibition of behavior attributed to the central executive processes individually. 
     Although mediation SSRT over the use of visual-spatial ability and not phonological, but the ability to remain 
consistently working memory system may exhibit a stronger visual spatial relationship with the central executive of 
the phonological system (Aallowey et al. Barkley 2006 & 2007 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). The role of visual 
spatial system for a moment more visible on the repetition of a stop signal stimuli may negatively. Because the 
visual stimulus always appeared in the same location on a computer monitor. It is understood that the consistency of 
visual spatial location in the stimulus involved in memory (Awh & Johndes as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). This 
shows a lack of effective assessment of inhibition as similar to kids games computer that more precise control on 
centra executive which is spatial not phonological. 
     The results of the study also showed that SSRT mediation effect associated with failure to perform behavioral 
inhibition and to calculate both repetition storage phonological and visual-spatial deficits (Martinussen et al., 2005 
as cited in Alderson et al., 2010) and partly counting on the central executive deficits found in children with ADHD. 
In general, the present finding provides a large effect that the deficit in the central executive function in children 
with ADHD occurs after behavioral inhibition deficits because behavioral inhibition deficits may form as the second 
of the complex executive functions such in working memory (Lie et al., 2004 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010).  
Unique contribution of recent research is to test the predictions of the process pertentanganan inhibition (Barkley 
1997 and Sonuga Barkey 2002 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010) and working memory function (Rapport et al., 2001 
as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). Unique contribution is the use of Boot strapping procedure and latent variables as 
methodological approaches to measuring visual spatial phonological, storage/rehearsal process and the general of 
central executive is recommended in general more effective cognitive therapy can improve the identification of the 
syndrome that causes disruption in the functioning of working memory and reduce motor activity. Because cognitive 
therapy is not effective for the inhibition deficit and impulsive behavior (Rapport et al., 2001 as cited in Alderson et 
al., 2010). 
 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 Basic Testing artifacts in the measurement of SSRT (meta-analysis) 
This study aimed to determine the extent to which meta-analysis can find artifacts that interfere with the 
measurement process. As described above, the assessment of inhibition by using SSRT have deviation value which 
tends to a large and significant levels of reliability estimation is changed so this test tool tends to questionable of its 
effectiveness.      
      
2.2 Transformation F value to r, t dan d  
There were 30 studies in Table 3 therefore F prices were then transformed first into the price of t, r and d.  
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Tabel 3 Data Primer Studies 
No. Year  Researcher Title of Studies 
Number of 
subject Method 
1 2008 Alderson, R.M., M.D. Rapport, D.E. Sarver, & M. J. Kofler. (2008). 
Pattern Classification Inhibition in ADHD: Toward the 
development of Neurobiological Markers for ADHD 30 SSRT 
2 2012 Raiker,J.S., M.D. Rapport, M.J. Kofler, & D.E. Sarver. (2012) 
Obectively-Measured Impulsivity and Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Testing Competing 
Prediction from the Working memory and Behavioral Inhibition 
Models of ADHD 
21 SSRT-CPT 
3 2002 Stevens, J., A.L. Quittner, J.B. Zuckerman, S. Moore. (2002) 
Behavioral Inhibition, Self-Regulation of Motivation, and 
Working memory in Children With Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder 
76 SSRT-Reinforcement 
4    45 SSRT-Group Effect 
5    51 SSRT-Age Effect 
6  2008.  Alderson, R.M., M.D. Rapport, D.E. Sarver, & M. J. Kofler, (2008). 
ADHD and Behavioral Inhibition: A Re-examination of the 
stop-signal Task 23 SSRT 
7 2001 Chhabildas, N., B.F. Pennington, E.G. Willcutt. (2001) 
A Comparison of the Neuropsychological Profiles of the DSM-
IV Subtype of ADHD 14 SSRT--(ADHD-IA) 
8 1999. Nigg, J.T. (1999). 
The ADHD Response-Inhibition Deficit as Measured by the 
Stop Task: Repication with DSM IV Combined Type, 
Extention, and Qualifiication 
25 SSRT—ADHD 
9 2003 
Bedard, A.C., A. Ickowicz, G.D. 
Logan, S. Hogg-Johnson, R. 
Schachar, R. Tannock. (2003). 
Selective Inhibition in Children With Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder off and on Stimulant Medication 59 SSRT—ADHD 
10    17 SSRT--(ADHD+RD) 
11    34 SSRT--(ADHD+CD/ODD) 
12       42 SSRT-Inattentive 
13 2001 Chhabildas, N., B.F. Pennington, E.G. Willcutt. (2001). 
A Comparison of the Neuropsychological Profile of the DSM 
IV Subtypes of ADHD 63 SSRT—IA 
14 2006 Geurts, van der Oord, Crone. (2006). Hot and Cool Aspect of Cognitive Control in Children with ADHD: Decision-Making and Inhibition 20 SSRT-ADHD Hyperactivity 
15     ADHD and Behavioral Inhibition: A Re-examinatin of the Stop-Signal Task 12 SSRT 
16 2008 Morein-Zamir, S., P. Hoomerson, C. Johnston, & A. Kingstone. (2008)  
Novel Measures of Responses Performance and Inhibition in 
Children with ADHD 15 SSRT 
17 2009 Luman et al., (2009) 
Inhibition, Reinforcement Sensitivity and Temporal Information 
Processing in ADHD and ADHD+ODD: Evidance of Seperate 
Entity? 
38 SSRT 
18 2010 
Alderson, R.M., M.D. Rapport, K.L. 
Hudec, D.E. Sarver, & M.J. Kofler. 
(2010). 
Competing Core Process in Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD): Do Working memory Deficiencies Underlies 
Behavioral Inhibition Deficit 
27 SSRT--ADHD/TD 
19 2010 Adams, Z.W., R. Millich, & M. T. Fillmore. (2010).  
Examining Manual and Visual Response Inhibition Among 
ADHD Subtype 14 SSRT--ADHD/I 
20    16 SSRT--ADHD/I 
21    37 SSRT--ADHD/C 
22    43 SSRT--ADHD/C 
23    14 SSRT--ADHD/I 
24    16 SSRT--ADHD/I 
25    14 SSRT--ADHD/I 
28     16 SSRT--ADHD/I 
29 2012 Raiker,J.S., M.D. Rapport, M.J. Kofler, & D.E. Sarver. (2012). 
Objectively-Measured Impusivity and Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Testing Competing 
Predictions from the Working memory and Behavioral Inhibition 
Models of ADHD 
21 SSRT-- Diagnosis --> CPT Impulsivity scores 
30 2013 
Crosbie, J., P. Arnold, A. Paterson, J. 
Swanson, A. Dupuis, X. Li, J. 
Shan, T. 
Goodale,C. Tam,L.J. Strug, R.J. 
Schachar. (2013). 
Respon Inhibition and ADHD Trait: Correlates and Hertability 
in a Community Sample 16099 SSRT--ADHD/IA 
31       16099 SSRT-ADHD/HI 
 
  The equation of the formula used: 
By using the formula equation (1) is obtained from F to transform the value t, d and r as shown in Table 4.   
2.3 Sampling Error Correction (bare bone Meta –Analysis) 
 
2.3.1 Mean Population Correlation ( xy ) 
Based on the formula (2) the correlation calculation are presented in Table 4. 
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From the calculation results in Table 4, the average magnitude of the correlation coefficient obtained after correction 
by the number of samples: xy = 0,1898. 
 
2.3.2. Variance rxy (2r) 
The following equation was used to calculate Variance rxy (2r) . 
From the calculation in Table 4, the value of Variance rxy (2r) = 0,0040 
 
Tabel 4 Calculation Variance rxy (2r) 
No. Year N rxy (rxy - r) (rxy - r)2 Ni(rxy - r)2 
1 2008 30 0,2915 0,1017 0,0103 0,3102 
2 2012 21 0,3833 0,1935 0,0374 0,7863 
3 2002 76 0,2585 0,0687 0,0047 0,3590 
4  45 0,3021 0,1123 0,0126 0,5680 
5  51 0,4816 0,2918 0,0852 4,3436 
6 2008. 23 0,6533 0,4635 0,2149 4,9420 
7 2001 14 0,8667 0,6769 0,4583 6,4156 
8 1999. 25 0,5282 0,3384 0,1145 2,8629 
9 2003 59 0,2741 0,0843 0,0071 0,4191 
11  17 0,0365 -0,1533 0,0235 0,3996 
12  34 0,2089 0,0191 0,0004 0,0124 
13  42 0,2203 0,0305 0,0009 0,0390 
14 2001 63 0,6105 0,4207 0,1770 11,1493 
15 2006 20 -0,3400 -0,5298 0,2807 5,6138 
16  12 0,7810 0,5912 0,3495 4,1944 
17 2008 15 0,5965 0,4067 0,1654 2,4809 
18 2009 38 0,3885 0,1987 0,0395 1,5005 
19 2010 27 0,5200 0,3302 0,1090 2,9439 
20 2010 14 0,3508 0,1610 0,0259 0,3629 
21  16 0,3689 0,1791 0,0321 0,5134 
22  37 0,2603 0,0705 0,0050 0,1838 
23  43 0,3589 0,1691 0,0286 1,2298 
24  14 0,5695 0,3797 0,1442 2,0184 
25  16 0,6268 0,4370 0,1910 3,0556 
26  14 0,2383 0,0485 0,0024 0,0329 
27  16 0,0560 -0,1338 0,0179 0,2863 
28 2012 21 0,5113 0,3215 0,1034 2,1710 
29 2013 16099 0,2300 0,0402 0,0016 26,0166 
30  16099 0,1400 -0,0498 0,0025 39,9262 
Jumlah 33025    131,0520 
Rata-Rata 1100,83333    0,0040 
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2.3.3 Sampling error variance 
 Variance of sampling error is calculated using the following equation: 
Based on the results in Table 4, the calculation of sampling error variance by using equation (4): 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
2.3.4. Variance corrected or true variance 
 Variance corrected or true variance is calculated using the following equation. 
                                      
 
  
 
 
The results of the calculations are : 
Deviation Standard: SD = (2xy) =  (0,0032) = 0,0566   
 Standard deviation is corrected by 0.0566 when compared with the average of the results obtained a population 
of 0.1898: 0.1898 / 0.0566 = 3.36; This case shows that the average population of 3.36 SD greater than 0, it can be 
concluded that all of the study population correlation is positive. 
 
  2.3.5. The impact of sampling error 
The impact of sampling error can be determined by using the following equation : 
The results of the calculations are : 
 
 
 
 
 Reliability correlation of this study is 25%, so the percentage of variance refers to sampling error of 1-25% = 
75%. 
 Variables in science can not be measured perfectly. Each measurement contains an error which would weaken 
the correlation coefficient. Measurement error has a special status in the systematic artifacts because these artifacts 
are always there in every measurement. 
 
F. Confidence Interval 
Confidence interval for the real level  = 0.05 and the critical value of the normal distribution standard Z/2 = 
1,96 obtained by comparing the actual population correlation with SD 1.96; then 1.96 x 0.0591 = 0.1159 and  = 
0.2142. Results confidence interval: 0.2142> 0.1159. Conclusion: The positive correlation, because the true 
population correlation is greater than 0.1159. 
 
3. Discussion 
 From the results of the meta-analysis was performed on 30 primary studies have proven the existence of the 
hypothesized relationship between X and Y is proven. Both of these variables are always positively correlated. 
Correlations in primary studies have diversity caused by an error in pengambikan sample of 75% and volatility of 
the value of reliability and magnitude of adverse deviation value (Congdon et al., 2012) 
 Sampling error is larger than the measurement error, it is due to the sample of 30 primary studies in Table 3 
children with ADHD have a very diverse characteristics, and of course this will reduce the value of the actual 
population. The diversity of these characteristics associated with the three types of ADHD characteristics (Type I, 
Type C and Type H) which turns out to have a great influence in the sampling process. These three characteristics 
such as impulsivity, hyperactivity and inattention have clear differences due to the source of the problem which has 
a difference. Source different problem this causes the measuring instrument used should also be different. 
 This problem is apparent when assessment devices SSRT are used to investigating inhibition impairment. The 
result becomes less valid because the sampling characteristics that vary not able to be detected properly. Especially 
when SSRT tool used to assess inhibition in children with ADHD who have problems in attention but not impulsive, 
the problem is clearly visible as the value of the deviation, high and low reliability values are unstable. Variability 
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characteristics of the third sample specific characteristics of ADHD children are also not clearly detected. It can be 
concluded that the inhibition problem can not be seen as a problem but also a problem impulsivity inattention and 
hyperactivity. 
      This study was able to show that SSRT measurement tools fail to perform behavioral inhibition due to the 
influence of visual spatial mediation. In this case phonological ability is only capable of storing data repetition of 
visual spatial deficits (Martinussen et al., 2005 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010). In general, these findings can be 
seen that the deficit in the central executive deficits occurring after the behavioral inhibition, behavioral inhibition 
deficit as a second form of the workings of more complex executive function in working memory (Lie et al., 2004 as 
cited in Alderson et al., 2010 ). It can be evidenced why metacognitive therapy is not effective to address inhibition 
deficits problems and impulsive behavior (Rapport et al., 2001 as cited in Alderson et al., 2010) but metacognitive 
therapy is more effective in overcoming inhibition problems because of inattention. 
 In this case it shows that the ability inhibiton was also associated with psychological sense problem that is 
evident when the child 's are tested in reading comprehension ability. EF in this case is clearly not part of the frontal 
lobe shape but functionally EF works on this section and purely as a form of psychological sense (Goldberg and 
Bilder as cited in Stuss & Alexander, 2000 p. 291 ). EF is then translated Barkley (1997) as a function of inhibition 
in working memory processes. Reading comprehension in this case serves to inhibition processes in working 
memory so as to activate the central cortical part of speech without being associated with the actual executive of the 
talk (self-speech). As well as the self-speech that has self-description and reflection, self-instruction, self-question 
and problem solving that ultimately serves as the invention of rules and meta-rules to be applied to yourself (Diaz & 
Berk in Barkley 2001 p. 8). The process of meta-rules which then appears when children reading, where reading 
comprehension techniques used were able to demonstrate the ability to control motor behavior and speech while 
reading. 
 
4. Conclution and Further Study  
 Therefore, the effectiveness of the use of SSRT advised only to measure impulsivity problems of children with 
ADHD and is not intended to measure the ability of inhibition. Inhibition processes related to verbal ability. 
Inhibtion serves to control the cognitive processes, withhold information coming up with the formation of meaning. 
This process is clearly related to verbal skills that include the ability to interpret the information until the formation 
of understanding. Comprehension problem in children with ADHD has been clearly found to be the source of 
disturbance that causes children with ADHD as lacking self-awareness on the environment. Indifferent to the child 
looks like a two-way communication, often losing control of task completion and often less competent completing 
academic tasks. Comprehension ability problem was also evident from the ability of children with ADHD to 
interact, because the process of interaction requires the ability to read other people's minds into a form that 
automatically inhibition in the processing of information when communicating. Success in the ability of 
understanding will ultimately form a social intelligence that is very influential in the process of adaptation in the 
environment. 
          The results of this study can be used as a basis for the use of instruments more effective in assessing 
inhibition, because the characteristics of children with ADHD includes three issues; inattention, impulsivity and 
hyperactivity. The third problem is three different things so the test equipment used is also different. As in exposing 
problems in children with ADHD inattention suggested using the WISC test tool as it relates not only to the non-
verbal ability but also with verbal ability. The problem of hyperactivity suggested using self-regulation test, BDEFS-
CA (Barkley 2012). While specific to impulsivity problems suggested using SSRT test tool that actually measures 
the visual spatial reaction time. 
        Effectiveness of assessment tool that is used can be used as a base for benchmarking and treatment 
interventions to address the problems inhibition in children with ADHD. Because of the effectiveness assessment 
tool would look if it can give the exact picture for the disturbance that occurs and what interventions can be given to 
refining the disorder. As well as inhibition disorder that occurs in children with ADHD, if the source of the problem 
is more to inattention can use metacognition intervention, when the source problem of hyperactivity can be used 
Behaviouristic therapy that emphasizes reward and punishment, and when the problem is impulsivity can be used  
psychiatric treatment that serve mood stabilization and effectiveness of neurontransmiter. Based on this study and 
the expected depiction of handling the problem can reach their intended target. 
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